Master the Match

Acing your interview

The physician residency interview process is an important step in the Match journey and navigating it can sometimes be stressful. The AMA offers proven guidance to help you shine in your interviews.

Preparing for Match

Finding a residency match is a challenge. The Match journey can be full of unexpected twists and turns. The AMA is here to help you master the process to secure a residency match. Find key Match resources and guidance below to help you match into the right program and thrive during training.

Road to residency

Whether it’s choosing the physician specialty that fits best or nailing your rank-order list, the AMA helps medical students navigate the journey to a successful residency Match.

Thriving in residency

Find resources about navigating the fast-paced demands of training, publishing scientific research and maintaining well-being.

IMGs and Match

Discover insights on how to obtain a residency program as an international medical graduate (IMG).